Notice of Amendments to the 2005 NACHA Operating ACH Rules
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 15, 2006
Identification of Business Checks Ineligible for Conversion
This rule provides a method for Originators to identify business checks that are ineligible for check conversion to
ARC and POP transactions when those checks contain an Auxiliary On-Us Field in the MICR line or are written for
an amount greater than $25,000. It will also provide corporate Receivers with a method to opt-out of check
conversion. The existing rules for check conversion only allow consumer checks to be converted. In practice,
however, many checks written by businesses are being inadvertently converted because Originators cannot
distinguish many business checks from consumer checks.
•

The new rules provide that checks that contain an auxiliary on-us field in the MICR line are ineligible for
conversion. Such checks are typically used by corporate treasury, purchasing and accounts payable
departments, and can be readily identified because they are nine inches in length, compared to the standard
six inches for consumer checks. Businesses that want to opt-out of check conversion can use check stock
that contains the auxiliary on-us field.

•

The new rules provide that checks for more than $25,000 are ineligible for conversion. In practice, virtually
all such checks are business checks, and the dollar limit will ensure that checks sent to wholesale lockboxes
are not converted.

•

The new rules also provides businesses with the same ability as consumers to opt-out of check conversion,
and provides RDFIs the same 60-day right of return for unauthorized transactions that exists for consumer
check conversions.

Approved November 1, 2005; Effective: September 15, 2006
IMPACT ANALYSIS
ODFIs:
ODFIs who are also Originators would have a way to more clearly identify business checks that are not eligible for
conversion when utilizing ARC and POP for their own products. ODFIs would also be more protected legally against
their liability for originating entries that are not eligible under the Rules. ODFIs may realize that more Originators
are interested in starting to use ARC and POP for converting their checks.
RDFIs:
RDFIs would no longer face the business dilemma of deciding whether or not to post an ACH debit based on an
ineligible entry. RDFIs would need to educate their corporate Receivers on check conversion and help companies
decide whether to allow conversion of their checks or not. RDFIs would want to educate their companies that do not
want their check converted on the various methods to opt out.
ACH Operators:
The ACH Operators would be editing ARC and POP entries to determine that the amount of these entries is not
greater than $25,000.
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Originators:
Originators would have a clearly defined way to identify business checks that are not eligible for conversion.
Receivers:
Business Receivers would have the option of deciding whether they want their checks to be converted or not. These
Receivers could opt-out by using checks that contain an Auxiliary On-Us Field. Alternatively, Receivers could
contact the Originator directly to opt-out of ARC transactions or choose not to sign the authorization for POP entries.
Third-Party Service Providers:
A Third-Party Service Provider acting on behalf of an ACH participant (i.e., Originator, ODFI, or RDFI) would need
to look at the relevant impacts described above to assess whether and how it would be impacted.
The following sections of the 2005 NACHA Operating Rules are impacted by these changes:
•

Article Two, Subsection 2.2.1.13 (Point-of-Purchase entries) – removes this subsection as it will be more fully addressed
within Article Two, Section 2.11 (Point-of-Purchase entries).

•

Article Two, Subsection 2.9.1 (Source Documents) – expands the list of permissible source documents for ARC entries;
expands the list of source documents that may not be used for ARC entries.

•

Article Two, Section 2.11 (Point-of-Purchase Entries) – creates new section to address ODFI warranties and liabilities
unique to POP entries.

•

Article Three, Subsection 3.7.2 (Source Documents) – expands the list of permissible source documents for ARC entries;
expands the list of source documents that may not be used for ARC entries.

•

Article Three, Subsection 3.8.1 (Source Documents) – expands the list of permissible source documents for POP entries;
expands the list of source documents that may not be used for POP entries.

•

Article Four, Section 4.5 (Periodic Statements) – expands the RDFI’s requirement to send or make available to each of its
Receivers specific information concerning ARC and POP entries to non-Consumer Accounts as defined in Appendix Four.

•

Article Eight, Subsection 8.6.2 (Receiver’s Right to Recredit for POP Entries) – expands this subsection to permit Receivers
to be recredited for POP entries that are not authorized, for which the source document is improper, or for which the source
document was presented for payment.

•

Article Eight, Subsection 8.6.4 (Receiver’s Right to Recredit for ARC Entries) – expands this subsection to permit Receivers
to be recredited for ARC entries for which notice was not provided, the source document is improper, the source document
was presented for payment, or the amount of the entry was not accurately obtained from the source document.

•

Article Fourteen, Section 14.1 (Definitions as Used in These Rules) – adds the definition 14.1.11 “Auxiliary On-Us Field” to
the Rules and expands the following definitions within the Rules: 1) 14.1.6 “ARC Entry”; 2) 14.1.42 “POP Entry”; and 3)
14.1.56 “Single Entry” to accommodate business transactions.

•

Appendix Two, Section 2.3 (Glossary of File Format Data Elements) – expands the field definitions and file layouts within
Appendix Two to accommodate the expansion of the ARC and POP formats to accommodate business check eligibility.

•

Appendix Three, Section 3.6 (Automatic Entry Detail Return Entry) – expands the definition of ACH Operator Return
Reason Code R19, Amount Field Error, to allow for the return of any ARC or POP entry in an amount greater than $25,000.

•

Appendix Four (Minimum Description Standards) – modifies this appendix to clarify specific statement reporting
requirements for consumer accounts and to define specific statement reporting requirements for non-consumer accounts.

•

Appendix Five, Section 5.4 (Table of Return Reason Codes) – modifies return reason code R10 (Customer Advises Not
Authorized; Notice Not Provided, Improper Source Document, or Amount of Entry Not Accurately
Obtained from Source Document) and creates Return Reason Code R39 (Improper Source Document).
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